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In this paper we prove that all the non-reconstructible digmphs constructed by Stockmeyer in 
[3] are reconstructible from their point-deletetl subdigraphs with the additional knowledge of 
the degree pair of the dele!ed point for each point-deleted subdigraph. 
The Digraph Reconstruction Conjecture (DRC) suggested by I-Iarary [l] 
analogous to Ulam’s conjecture was recently shown to be false when Stockmeyer 
[3] proved that for each integer p 35 of the form p=2”+2” with O~n<m, 
there exist six related pairs of counterexamples to the DRC including a pair pf 
tournaments. In [Z] another concept called N-reconstructibility was defined and a 
new conjecture (NDRC) weaker then DRC but stronger than Uam’s conjecture 
was formulated and a few classes of digraphs were shocwn to satisfy NDRC. In this 
paper, we prove that the digraphs in all the countert:xample pairs to the DRC 
given in [3] satisfy the NDRC. 
We consider only digraphs without loops and multiple arcs. An ordered pair 
(0, fi is called a coloured digruph if D is a digraph ancl f is a mapping from the 
points of D into a nonempty set called the set of colour~. For each point u of D, 
f(u) is called the colour of t, (which will be preserved in each subdigraph of (E>s f)
containing U) and f is called a colouring of D. When the l:olouring is obviwds, the 
coloured digraph (D, f) is denoted by 6) itself. 
Two coloured digraphs (D, f) and (E, g) are said to be tsomorphic and denoted 
by (D, f) s (E, g) if there exists an isomorphism 0 frclm D to E such that 
f(u) = g@(u)) for every point 2) of LT. They are called equivalent if there exists an 
isomorphism p from D to E such that 
f(u) = f(w) e g@(4) = gWW). 
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Let D be a digraph and W is a subset of V. Let vl, u2, . . . , u, be a labelling of 
the points of W where 1 WI = 21. Let g be the colouring defined on the points of 
(V- W) as follows. 
g(u) = (O(u), R(u). SW 
where 
Q(u) = {ui 1 1 G i s n and 3 an unpaired arc from w to Ui in D), 
~(8) = {ui 1 1 s i G n and 3 an unpaired arc from I+ to :I in D), 
S(u) = (v 1 I G i s n and 3 a symmetric pair of arcs between Ui and u in D}. 
Now g is called the coburing of ( V - W) induced by the chosen labelling of the 
points of ( W). If we take two different labellings for the points of (W) and if g, 
and g, are the colourings of (V- W) induced by these labellings, then it is 
obvious that gl and g, are P;quivalent colourings of (V -- W). 
If u is a point of a digraph (coloured digraph) D and r, s and t respectively 
denote the numbers of unpaired outarcs, unpaired inarcs and symmetric pairs of 
arcs incident with u, then (t, s, t) and (r + f, s + l j are called the degree triple and 
degree pair of u respectively. Also t is called the s-degree of u. mo points joined 
by a symmetric pair of arcs are said to be s-a&acenr. 
Let u be a point and A and B ‘be subsets of the point set of a tournament T. If 
u$ A and u dominates (is dominated by) every point of A, then we say that u 
dominates A or A is dominated by u (u is dominated by A or A dominates kj and 
this is denoted by u ---*A or A +-u (A --i) u or u + A). If A and B are disjoint 
and u dominates u whenever u E A and u E B, then we say that A dominates B or 
B is dominared by A and denote this by A ---* B or B +- A. 
Let D be a digraph (coloured digraph) with points Ui, i = 1, . . . , n. Let .Di = 
D - Ui and let Vi have degree triple h and degree pair 4 for every i. The ordered 
pairs (0,. ti) and (oi, di) are called a degree triple associated subdigraph (DTA 
suhdigraph) and degree pair associated subdigraph (DPA subdigraph) of D re- 
specitvely. The collections (Di, h), i = 1, . . . , n, and (Di, d,?, i - 1, . . . , n, are called 
the DTA deck and DPA deck of D respectively. It is obvious that the DTA deck 
of 6) can be determined from the” DPA deck and vice versa. A &graph (coloured 
digraph) having the same DPA deck as D is called an N-reconstnrction of D. D is 
called N-reconstructible if every N-reconstruction of D is isomorphic to D. A class 
b ~11 digraphs (coloured digraphs) is called N-r,cconstructible if every member of S 
is N-reconstructible. 
It was conjectured (New Digraph Reconstruction Conjecture (NDRC)) ir! [2] 
that “all digraphs are N-reconstructible”. 
3. Stockmeyer’s counterexamples and their properties 
Ic this section. we describe the counterexamples to DRC constructed in [3] and 
give some of their properties which are used in the next section to prove the 
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N-reconstructibility of the digraphs in all these counterexamples. Stockme,yer’s 
counterexample pairs are based on a remarkable family {T, 1 n Xl} of tourna- 
ments. 
Let p = 2”, n > 0. Then T, has vertex set {v,, u2,. . . , u,,} and arc set {(vi, Uj)l odd 
(j-i)=1 (mod4)) h w ere for any nonzero integer k, o&i (k) is the odd integer 
obtained on dividing k by the appropriate power of 2. (Thus odd(-6) = -3 and 
odd@) = 1.) 
Theorem 1 [3]. For euery integer p = 2”, n > 0, the folbwing are true: 
(a) The first $p points of T, each have outdegree $p, while the remaining $p points 
each have outdegree $p -’ 2. 
(b) For p 34, the first $p points induce a copy of 7f’..-l and so do the Z&t ip 
points. 
(c) T, has only the identity awtomorpjtism. 
Because of Theorem l(c), in each digraph X i:;omorphic to T,, the point 
corresponding t0 Vi, 1 G i ~2” is unique and can be located. The point of X 
corresponding to Vi, 1 G i ~2” of T, will be called an odd point or eqen point 
according as i is odd or even. J 
Each of the digraphs constructed by Stockmeyer consists of two ,:of these 
tournaments T, joined by various sets of arcs. For Bn easy description of these, he 
first creates molds MP in which they can be formed. The letters in the! mold are 
variables which wih be assinged values from (0, ‘I). For each integer p = 2” + 2” 
with 0~ n < m, MP is the p x p matrix with the ?ollowing entries. 
(a) M(i, i) = 0 for 1 S i G p. 
(b) If l<i,j<2” or if 2”<i,jsp, then 
1 
M(i. i) = 
if odd(j - i) = 1 (mod 4), 
\ .a. 
LC otherwise. 
l<i<2” and 2"<j~p, then 
w 
W, i) = 
( 
if i + j is even, 
x 
otherwise. 
l<j<2” and 2”<isp, then 
M(i, j) = 
I 
y if i+i is even, 
z otherwise. 
’ For each integer p = 2” +2” with 0~ n cm, the dominance matrices of the 
digraphs A,, AZ, B,, I$, Cp, Cz, DPY DX, l$,, Ez, FP and Fz are gi.ven by MP 
when the ordered combination wxyz is 1000, 0100, 0010, 0001, 1010, 0101, 
1001, 0110, 1110, 1101, 1011 and 0111 respectively (wxyz = 1000 means w = 1, 
and x=y=z=O). 
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Xn the rest of this paper it is assumed that the points of & and g, for 
X E {A, B, C, D, E, F} are labeled q, v2, . . . , up and ul, u2, . . . , u, respectively, in 
the order indicated by MP. 
‘Il~eorenm 2 [3]. The six families of digraphs &fined above arc disjoint and only Q, 
and Vz are tournaments. Also for each p = 2” + 2”, 0s n < m, p 25; and each 
X E (A, B, C, D, E, F), the digraphs Xp and q form a counterexample pair to the 
VRC. 
The six families are related as follows.. 
Lemnra 1[3]. The digraphs A,, AZ, BP and Bz are the complements of Fz, F,, Ez 
and EP respectiuely. The cmuerse of A,, A:, Ep and Ez are Bz, BP, Fz and FP 
respectively when p is odd, .and are BP, Bz, FP and Fz for euen p. 
Stockmeyer also carries out the above constructions in the case p = 2” +2” = 
g”+’ although not all of the above results hold in this case. However he proves [3] Ir 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 131. If p - 2” + 2”, n > 0, then A, and AZ, Cp and Cz and Ep and EE 
form three distinct counterexample pairs to DRC. 
We now derive some properties of the above digraphs. 
Theorem 4. Let n 2 2, p = 2” and 
A={udr lIr=l,2 ,..., &I}, 
B = { v4, _ l 1 r = 1,2, . . . , $1, 
c = {u+* 1 r = 1,2, . . . , dp}, 
D=(t)& 1 r= 1,2,. . ..&I} 
be a pczrtition of the points of T,. Then (a) 80 (f) Mow hold. 
;*, j (A U B) = (C U D) = T,, _ 1 with A (as well cl.1~ C) corresponding to the set of 
odd p;.rts of T, _ , snd B (as well as D) correspmding to the set of even points of 
7-r. l- 
(h) (A)=(B)=(C)=(D)=Tn_2. 
(cl A-4’, B-D, C-B and D-A. 
(4 Euclh odd point of T, dominates (is dominated by) exactly 2n-2 even points 
of T, and vice uersa. 
i _ 3 If n 2 3, then each point of X dominates (is dominated by) exactly 2” -3 points 
of Y where (X, Y} = {A, B} or {C, D}. 
(f) In the colouring of (A U B) induced by a labelling of (C U D), all the points 
of A R t t one colour and all the points of B get a,qother colour. 
Proof. (a) (A UB}~T,_, under the mapping z+,,_, --3 uV E Tn_l and (CUD)= 
Tn+ under the mapping o,, + U, E T,+ where r =: 1,2, . . . , $p. 
(b) The isomorphisms are 114,_i + U, E T._2, r ‘= 1,2, . . . , $p where i = 3,1,2 
and 0 respectively. 
(c) can be directly verified and (d) follows from (c). 
. (e) follows from (a) and (d). 
(f) is obvious since each point of A gets the colour (C, D, 8) and each point of B 
gets the colour (0, C, $3). Cl 
The partition of the points of T,, n 3 2 into se@ A, B, C and D as in Theorem 
4 will be called the standurd pa&on (A, B, C, D) of T,,. 
The following lemmas regarding Tn can be easily proved. 
Lemma 2. Zf Y ati J5 ax two noqempty subsets of V(T,), n 3 2 such that neith.er 
Y nor Z contains both odd and even points of Tn and Y + Z or Z -+ Y, then 
(Yuz(S2”-‘. 
Lemnra 3. Zf X and k’ are two disjoint nonempty subsets of V(T,), n 3 2 such that 
X+ Y or Y-,X, then (XuY(=~2~-~+1. 
Lemma 4. Let (A, B, C, D) be the standard partition of Tn and let u E A U B and 
w E C U D. Zf Y is the set of points that dominate both u and w and Z is the set of 
points that are dominated by both u and w, then IYl, lZl~{2”-~, 2”-2- 1). 
W 5. For each integer p = 2” + 2” with 1 s n C m, the digraphs 3, and Xz, 
XE {A, B, C, E, F} have exactly one induced subdigraph of order 2” that is a 
tournament and this tournament is isomorphic to ‘;rlm. 
4. N-reconstmctkn of digraphs 
It is established in [2] that digraphs with at most 6 points and tournaments with 
at most 8 points are N-reconstructible. The following theorem is also lproved in 
The0zem 5 [2]. Let D be a p-point digraph and H h1:! a (p - i (i 2 2))-point digraph 
having only the trivial automorphism. Zf there exists a unique induced strbdigraph, 
say E of D isomorphic to H and if (D”, f) is Wreconstructible where D* = 
D - V(E) and f is the colouring of D* induced by I*2 labelling of the points of E, 
then D is IV-reconstructible. 
The following general theoreln can be proved anAogously. 
Theorem 6. Let D be a p-point digraph and H be i2 (p - i (i 32))-point digraph 
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having only the trivial automorphism. If there exists an induced subdigraph F of D 
isomorphic to H such that 
(i) in each N-reconstruction E of D, there exists an induced sutnligraph G 
isomorphic to H such that the subdeck S of DPA subdigraphs of E obtained by 
deleting points of V(E) - V(G) is also the subdeck of DPA subdigruphs of D 
obtained by deleting points of V(D) - V(F), und S can be determined f&m the DPA 
deck of D, 
(ii) in each member of S, G and F can be located and they anz identical, and 
(iii) (D*, g”) is N-reconstructible where D* = D- V(F) and g* is the colouting 
of 0” induced by a labelling of the points of F, 
then D is N-reconstructible. 
When p - i = 1, Theorem 6 gives the following. 
csrollply. If a p-point digraph D has a point v such that 
(i) in each N-reconstruction E of D, there exists a point w such that the subdeck 
S of DPA subdigraphs of E obtained by deleting points of V(E) - (w} is also the 
subdeck of DPA sub&graphs of D obtained by deleting points of V(D) -Iv} and S 
can be detemzined from the DPA deck of D, 
(ii) in each member of S, v and w can be located and they are identical, and 
(iiij (D*, g*j is N- reconsmtctible where D* = D - u and g* is the colouring of 
D* induced by a labelling of v, 
then D is N-reconstructible. 
Lemnna 6. T,, with the point vi coloured c, or c2 according as i is odd or ewn is 
N-reconstructible fop n Z= 1. 
Pr@. The lemma is easily verified for T, since coloured digraphs with two points 
are obviously N-reconstructible. Hence assume that n a 2 and that the lemma 
holds for Tn _ I. 
Let ci-point denote a point with colour ci, i = 1,2. Let US denote 2” by p and 
z ’ by q. Let, H denote T, with the points o,, v3, . . . , q-l coloured cl and the 
points tj2, u.+ . . . , vp coloured c2. Let (Hi 1 I =z J 6~) be the collection of point- 
deleted subdigraphs of If. Without loss of generality, let Hi have precisely q 
c2-points for 1s i s q. Let J be any digraph having the same DlPA deck as H. 
The subdigraph of H as well as J induced by the c2-points (cl-points) is that in 
a Hi* 1 s i sq (q < i s p). It is obvious that each of the induced subdigraphs 
(u,, u.3. - - * , up. ,> and (I-J,, v4, . . . , up) of H is equivalent to T,_+ Thus the c2- 
points as well as the cl-points of H and hence those of J induce T,_. I. In H, J and 
Niv 16 i s q, the c2-points induce 7’,_ i and label (relabel in the case of H) the 
c,-pint that corresponds to the point vi of T,_ 1 by i. These labellings are unique 
since T, _ l has only the trivial automorphism. I%- H, J and Hi (1~ i sq), let w, 
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p and I!$ be the subdigraphs induced by the cl-points and f, g and fi be the 
colourings (in fact: recolourings) of the points cd w, p and E;I induoed by the 
above labelling of the cz-points. Clearly S = ((E, fi) 11 G i “s) is the collection of 
point-deleted subdigraphs of (H$ fl as well as (J? g). Hence for each i, 1 G i <q, 
the colour say (Qi, &, SJ of the point of (H$ fl as well as (J*, g) whose deletion 
gives (4, fi) can be determined from S itself, A,lso the common DTA deck of H 
and J can be determined from their common IDPA deck. It is obvious that the 
DTA deck of (w, j’) as well as (.I’$ g) is (((&X), 4) 11 +~q) where 
((H,Idi)Il~iGP) is the common DTA dezk of EI and J and 4 = 
di -<IQiIs I&\, IS\)- 
By Theore= 4(f), (H”, 0 is equivalent to T,,_a with odd points getting one 
colour and even points getting another colour. Hence by hypothesis, (w, fl is 
N-reconstructible. 
It is obvious that I-I is the digraph obtained from (H”, ~9 by adjoining a copy of 
T,-l til whose points are coloured c2 and arcs between H’* and 7’,,_r asI indicated 
by the colouring f and then recolouring all the points of .lY* with cl. The above 
process yields J when H* and f are replaced by .I* and g respectively. Since 
(H”, fl= (J*, g) as coloured digraphs, this implies that EI = J. Hence H is N- 
reconstructible and thus the lemma is true for T,. Hence by induction, the lemma 
is true for all T,. q 
‘I&-rem 7. For each p = 2” + 2”, 0 < n C m and X E (A, B, C, E, F}, the &graphs 
Xv and g are N-reconstructible. 
The proof follows from Lemmas 5 and 6 and Theorems 1 and 5. 
Theorem 8. For each p = 2” + 1, 0 < m, the &graphs Xp and Xz, X E 
(A, B, C, E, F} are N-reconstmctible. 
Proof. Since digraphs with at most six points are N-reconstructible, let us take 
that m a 3. Among the point-deleted subdigraphs of Xp, Xc.-: {A, B, C, E, F}, only 
4 - I+, is a tournament and for each i, 1 G i < p, Xp - Vi has a unique point whose 
deletion gives a tournament and this point must be up. Using this information, the 
theorem can be proved using corollary to Theorem 6. Cl 
We now proceed to prove that L+., and Dz are N-reconstructible. 
Lemma 7. If I-& = Dp -(Vi 1 i is even and 1 < i G 2”}, where p = 2” + 1 crtrd m 2 4, 
then HP has only the trivial automorphism and D,, has a uniqre induced ;guMigrtiph 
isomorphic to Hp. 
Proof. Since I-Ip has a point up that is dominated by ;ill other points atld 
hip-% = Tm_+ every automorphism fixes I.+, and hence H, - u,. Hence I-& has 
only the trivial automorphism. 
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Hence, in any digraph isomorphic to HP, the point corresponding to up of HP is 
unique and can be determined. This point will be called the &joined point in IFIp. 
II\ point of DP that can occur as the adjoined point for a subdigraph isomorphic to 
HP will be called a qualified point. A point u of DP will be a qualified point only if 
2m-’ of the points of D,, that dominate u induce a,_,. It is obvious that HP is the 
only subdigraph of D,, having up for its adjoined point. We will prove that no 
point I+ of Dg other than up can be a qualified point. 
Case 1: m > 4 and t is eucn. Let (A, B, C, 13) be the standard partition of T,. 
Let u, E C. Now all the points of A dominate u,. This situation can be represented 
in a diagram as follows. (The set containing u, is marked by underlining and the 
set, all whose points dominate ut is marked by wavy underlining.) 
Let (C,. C’*, D,, Dz) be the standard partition of (CUD)=T,_,. Clearly 
C, U C2 = C and D1 U D2 = D since C and D (are respectively the sets of odd and 
even points of (C U D) = T, _ l. Let u, E C2. Hence all the points of D1 dominate 
01. 
Let (CI1, C12, C2,, Czz) be the standard partition of (C, UC,)=T,_,. Let 
u, E Ct2. Hence all the points of Cl2 dominate u,. Now let (C2i1, C2i2, C&i, C& 
he the standard partition of (C,, U Czz). Let u1 E Cz2,. Now all the points of Czli 
dominate u,. 
C,l 0 C,,l 0 c 1 0 -21 I 
C’* 0 1 c,2 0 1 c 0 1 212 
,DI D2 c21 c22 c22, c222 
Now consider the sets all whose points are already shown to dominate Us. The 
sets are A, D,, C,2 and Czrl and they have 2m-i points 
respectively. Also u, dominates ut since t is even. From 
above. we see that the ‘arcs’ between some of these sets 
where i = 2,3,4 and 5 
the standard partitions 
are as shown below. 
Hence points of Cl2 (Cl2 has at least two points) have indegree at least 2” -‘+2, 
and points of <*‘I,, have indegree at least 2”’ ’ t 1. Hence if .I is the subdigraph of 
D*, induced by the points that dominate u,, then J - u has a point with indegree at 
least 2”’ ‘, + I for every 2, E V(J). Since u, has irldegree at most 2” -,I + 1 in DP, all 
but at most one point of J must be in any subdigraph of .I isomorphic to Tm-i. 
HerIce J has no subdigraph isomorphic to T,, _ l. Hence Us is not qualified. 
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The remaining 35 possibilities that are l/o be checked in this case can be dealt 
with similarly. 
Case 2: m >4 and t is odd. In this case, the iudegree of U, in DP is at most 
2 m-1. Hence if at all U, is qualified, then all the points th;at dominate U, must 
together induce Tm_,. As in Case 1 above, the standard1 partitions of T,,,+, 
i = 0, 1,2 and 3 can be considered. Hence we get four disjoiint sets of points, say 
El, E2, E3 and E4 dominating t+ such that for every pair of these sets, a!/1 the arcs 
between them are directed from one set tt$ the other. One of these sets, say El 
has 2m-* points. This El either ‘dominate!; two other sets, say Is, andl E3 or is 
‘dominated by’ two other sets, say, & and &. In the former case, points of one of 
the sets & and & have indegree more than 2m-2 whereas in the latter case, 
points of one of the sets E2 and El3 have oustdegree more than 2”-2. Hence no set 
containing the sets El, E2, E3 andt E4 can induce T’m-1. Hence V, is not qualified. 
Case 3: m = 4. The procedures adopted for m > 4 can be applied here also. 
Only the standard partitions of ?i,,, T,__, and Tm-2 are to be considered and the 
total number of cases to be verii‘led is 16 (8 when t is odd and 8 when t is 
even). E 
Theorem 9. For p = 2” + 1, I& UMI 0: are IV-reconstmctibk. 
mf. Since digraphs with at most 6 points are N-reconstruc!:ible, let us take that 
r?ta3. 
Cclse 1: m = 3. Let Y = D3 -{q!, u6}. It can be proved tlhat Y has sly the 
trivial automorphism and D3 has a unique induced subdigraph isomorphic to Y. 
Hence by Theorem 5, D3 is N-reconstructibl~e. 
Case 2: ma4. Let 
Hp=Dp-{t)i Ii is even and lGs2”). 
By Lemma 7, HP has only the trivial automorphism and Dp kas a unique induced 
subdigraph isomorphic to EQ,. Also, Dp -HP with the colouring inducted by a 
labelling of HP is precisely T,_., with the odd points getting one colour and even 
points getting another colour and hence is N-rsconstructible by Lemma 6. Hence 
Dp is N-reconstructible by Theorem 5. 
Similarly 0: can also be proved 1.0 be N-reconstructible. D 
For p=2”+2”, 2sn<m, let 
Z,.,= DP-(ui Ii iseven ancK!“<isp}, 
YP=DP-{~l Ii is odd and T”<i<p). 
Throughout, we will assume that the points of &, and UP ~1;: assigned tihe same 
labels as they had in D,,. 
She Dp, Z&, T, and T,, are tournaments, any subdigraph of one of these, 
isomorphic to another must be an induced subdigraph. This fact is used in some of 
the proofs that follow. 
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w 8. &, p = 2” -t 2”, 2 6 n < m has exactly one sub&graph isomorphic to T,. 
Proof. If m = 3, then n = 2 and in this case, the lemma can be directly verified. 
Hence let us assume that 13 *4. 
For convenience, let r = 2m-‘, 
P={q 1 i is odd and O<i<r}, 
Q={ui 1 i is odd and r<i<2”‘}, 
R ={I.)i 1 is even and O<isr), 
S={ui 1 i is even and r4<2”‘} 
and V = V(Z& Also let 7’ be a subset of V such that (7’)~ T,. 
Points of P, Q, R and S have degree pairs (r + 2”-i, r- I), (r + 2”-’ - 1, r), 
(r r+2” -‘- 1) and (r-l, r+2”-‘) respectively in 2& Since a point of T, has 
degree pair (I; I - 1) or (r - 1, r), we have the following. 
( 1) If u E P is in T, then all the points of Zp that dominate u must be in T. 
(2) If 1~ E S is in T, then all the points of & dominated by u must be in T. 
(3) If u E Q is in T, then with at most one exception, all the points of Zp that 
dominate u must be in T. 
(4) If UE R i s in T, then with at most one exception, all the points of 6 that 
are dominated by u must be in T. 
C‘Jakl 1. If X c P U Q such that 1X1= 2”‘. ‘, then Tn X# @. 
If YcRUS such that IYI=2”-‘, then TnY#@ 
Proof crf C/aim 1. 1 T\ = 1 VI - 2” - ’ . Hence if m - 2 > n - 1, the claim follows. 
Now let rn - 2 = n - 1. Since n 2 2, the point uim+l has degree pair (s, s - 1) and 
the point u, , has degree pair (s - 1. s) in Zp where s = 2*- + 2”-*. Hence u2m+l 
has outdegree s in (V - X) and u,_~ has indegree s in (V- Y). But s >2”-’ and 
no point of T,, has indegree or outdegree greater than 2”‘~‘. Hence 
(V-X)+T,+(V- Y).. (5) 
If Tn X = $9, then T = V - X and this contradicts (5) as (T) = T,. If Tn Y = f8, 
then T = V- Y and this contradicts (5) as (a)= T,. Hence TnXf fl# Tn r and 
this proves Claim 1. 
Let (A, B, C, D) be the standard part&on of (W)= T, where W = 
P U 0 U R U S. By Claim 1, there exists a point u in Tn P. u must be in A or B. 
Cuse 1: u E A. By (1). D c T since D -+u and udVT. But D hasapointof 
§ m it. Hence by (2), A c 7’. 
Since R c P U Q and IS( = 2m-2, by Claim 1, there exists w E B n T. Hence 
w E P or w E: 0. Also C -+ w. Hence by (1) and (3). with at most one exception, all 
the points of C are in T. Since m 34, ICn,S!*2 and hence IcnsnTp=i. 
Hence by (2), B c T as C --* B. This in turn implies Cc T since B n Pf $9 and 
C - B Thus T contains A, B, C and D and hence T = W since ITI = 2”‘. 
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Case 2: v E B. As in Case 1, we can prove that T = W. Hence (W) is the 
unique subdigraph of Zp isomorphic to ‘Tm. Cl 
Lermna 9. YP has exactly one swbdigral~~: ismwrphic to T,. 
Proof. Analogous to that of Lemma 8 and hence is omitted. 
Lmnma 10. Zp is hauing ody the triuial amtomorphism for p = 2” + 2”, 2 G n < m. 
mf. Let 8 be any automorphism of Zp. Let P = {Ui 11 :C i ~2”‘) and Q = 
V(7*) -I? Obviously (P)= T,. By Lemma 8, 2; has exactly lone induced subdi- 
graph isomorphic to T,. Hence (P) is the only induced subdigraph of &, 
isomorphic to T,. Hence /3 maps P onto illself and hence Q onto itself. But (P) 
(ST*) as well as (Q) (=T,_,) have only the trivial automorphism and hence fl 
fixes points of P as well as points of Q. Hence @ is the trivial automorphism. This 
proves the lemma. Cl 
Lenirrm 11. Dp, p = 2” +2”, 2~ n < m has exactly one induced sub&graph 
isomorphic to Zp. 
Prmf. The lemma can be directly verified when m = 3. Hence let im 24. 
For convenience, let us partition V(Q) m follows. 
O(L)={ui 1 i is odd and O<i<2”]., 
e(L) = (vi 1 i is even and 0 c i ~2”]\, 
O(S) = (vi 1 i is odd and 2”’ < i c p), 
e(S) = {Ui 1 i is even and Zfii < i c p].. 
Also let I. = o(L) U e(L) and S = o(S) U e(S). 
By Lemma 8, Zp has exactly one subdigraph isomorphic to T, and let us call 
this subdigraph as the basic T, of &. 
If possible, let there exist a subdigraph H other than (L) such that H acts as the 
basic T, for a subdigraph G of I& isomoqphic to Zp. Let (1~4, E#, C, D) be the 
standard partition of H. 
If u E C f7 o(S), then since the points of L that dominate u are in o(E) and the 
points of L that are dominated by I.I are in e(L), A n L c o(L) anld B nk c e(L). 
Similarly if w E D n o(S), then A f?L c e(k) alqd B n L c o(L). Thus if o(S) 
intersects both C and D, then A f7 L = fl= 13 n L since o(L) ne(L) = 9. Hence 
(A U B) f7 L = $d so that A U B c S - C and this is impossible since 1.~ U BI = 
2 “-‘>2”-1~~S-c~. 
Hence o(S) intersects at most one among C aild D. Similarly it can be proved 
that 
(1) X intersects at most one among C and iD rend at most one among A and El 
where X E (o(S), e(S)}. 
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Using similar arguments we can prove that 
(2) None of A, B, C and D intersects both o(S) and e(S). 
Claim 1. S intersects at most one among A and B and at most one among C and 
D. 
PRM$ of C&m 1. If possible, let S intersects both A and B. I-Ience by (l), there 
exist points II and w in A UB such that u E o(S) and w E e(S). Let T= 
V(G) -- V(H). Obviously, 
(u, w)-, T in G (3) 
since both u and w form part of the odd points of H (ST’,). Since no point of E 
is dominated by (u, w} in DP, this implies that T f7 L = 8. Hence Tc S. Hence if Y 
is the set of points of S that are dominated by (u, w} in (S) (=Tn), then by (3), 
T c Y. This gives contradiction since ITi = 2”-’ and 1 YI s 2”-2 by Lemma 4. 
Hence S intersects at most one among A and B. Similarly it can be proved that S 
intersects at most one among C and D. 
CIaim 2. S intersects exactly one among A U B and CUD. 
Proof elf CZaim 2. If possible, let S intersect both A U B and CUD. 
Because of (2) and Claim 1, one among (a), (b), (c) and (d) and one among (a’), 
(h’), (c’) and (d’) below holds (total 16 cases). 
(a, (AUB)nS=Ar7Sco(S), (a’) (cumns=cnsc0(S), 
(b) (AuBms=mw=0(s), (b’) (cuD)ns=onsc0(s), 
(CI (AUB)nS=AnSce(S), (~7 (CuD)nS=CnSce(S), 
(d) (AUB)nS=BnSw(S), (d’) (cuD)ns =DnSce(S). 
Hence by Lemma 2, 
1s n v(H)1 s 2”--’ 
(since in the chosen standard partition of !a, :i -+ C, D + A etc) 
If A nL = $9, then A = o(S) or A = e(S) by (2) and hence o(S)-, w or 
w --*o(S) or e(S) +w or w+e(S) where wESn(CUD) (since w-,A or 
h -+ w). However, this is impossible since (S) s T, and n 3 2. Hence A intersects 
I.. Similar results can be proved for B, C and D also. Thus 
(5) l&h of A, B, C and D intersects L. 
If (a) or (d) holds, then Cn I. c e(L) and D n L c o(L). 
If (b) or (c) holds, then Cn L c o(L) and L) n L c e(L). 
1J’ (a’, or (d’) holds, then A n L c o(L) and B n I. c e(L). 
If (b’) or (c’) holds, then A n L c e(L) and B IX c o(L). 
As an example, let (a) and (c’) hold. Now, C n k and A n L are contained in 
e(L) and AnL -*CM. since A-4’. Also by (5), CnL#$J#AnL. Hence 
applving Lemma 3 to (e(L))=T,_ ,, we ge? I(CnL)l~(AnL)~~2rn-2+2m-4. 
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Similarly the nonempty sets B f3.L mcl D n L are contahed In o(L) and B n L + 
D nz. Hence applying Lemnu 3 to to(L)) = T’_+ we get ;(B n L) U (D n L)J G 
2 no-2 + zrn-4. Hence IL n V(H)1 G 2”-l+ 2m-3. 
In the same way, in each of the 16 cases we can prove that 
IL n v(H)p~2~--~+2m-~ = 2m - 3*2m-3. 1 
Hence IS f7 V(N)( 2 302~~~ = 2m-2+ 2”‘-‘3 2”-” + 2”-’ and this contradicts (4). 
Hence Claim 2 is proved. 
Claim 2 and Claim 1 together give that exactly one among A, B, C and D 
intersects S. Hence by (2), V(H) intersects exactly one amwg o(S) and e(S) so 
that H is a subdigraph of (L Uo(S)) or (L We(S)). But by Lemmas 8 and 9, 
(L u O(S)) W&) as well as (L U e’(S)) (=Y,) have exactly one subdigraph 
isomorphic to Tm and that corresponds to (I.,). Hence H = @J contradicting the 
assumption on IX 
Hence there does not exist a subdigraph other than (L) in DP which can act as 
the basic T, for a subdigraph of DP isomorphic to Zp. Also it is obvious that 
(L U o(S)) is the unique subdigraph of Q, isomorphic to &, having (L) for its 
basic ‘I,. Hence DP has exactly one subdigraph isomorphic to Zp. 0 
Hkmnm l2. Dp - V(q) with the colouring induced by a labelling of the points of 
Zp is N-reconstructible. 
Pmof. Let 
R={Ui 1 l~i~2”}, 
S=(U, 1 i is odd and 2”<i<p}, 
T=(q Ii is even and 2”<isp}. 
Clearly V(G) = R US and Dp -V&,)-(T). If VCR, then u+Tor T+v (and 
hence points of R have no ‘effect’ on the colouring of (T) induced by a labelling 
of Zp). Hence the colouring of (T) induced by a labelhng of Zp is equivalent to 
the colouring g of (T) induced by a labelling of (S). But S and T are respectively 
the set of odd and even points of (S U T)= T,. Hence as in the proof of Lemma 6, 
((T), g) is clearly Tn_l with odd points getting one colour and even points getting 
another colour. H&e by Lemma 6, ((T), g) and hence Dp - V(Z,) with the 
colouring induced by a labelling of 6 is N-reconstructible. 61 
It is obvious that 2: = Dz - (4 1 i is odd and 2” < i < p} is isomorphic to Zp and 
the following lemma similar to the above lemnna can be proved analogously. 
Lemma 13. D;-- V(ZE) with the colouring induced by a Zabelling of the points of 
2: is N-reconstmctible. 
Theorem 10. Dp and 0: for p = 2” + 2”, 2 G I:I < m are ZWreconstructible. 
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Prwf. The N-reconstructibility of DP follows directly from Theorem 5 and 
Lemmas 10, 11 and 12, since &, has 2”‘-’ (32) points kss than DP. 
I+, and Dz have the same collection of point-deleted sub&graphs. HencYz by 
Kelly’s lemma for digraphs and Lemma 11, Dp* has exactly one induced subdi- 
graph isomorphic to Zp. Hence by Theorem 5 and Lemmas 10 and 13 the 
N-reconstructibiky of DE follows. 0 
The following theorem is proved in [2]. 
Tbe~re~ I2. Cp and Cz are N-reconstructible for p = 2” + 2”, n > 0. 
hf. Since digraphs with four points are N-reconstructible, let US assume that 
n32. 
Let H be a X-reconstruction of Cp and let 7’ be their common DPA deck. Cp 
has exactly two induced subdigraphs isomorphic to T, (say J and Q) and each 
point of c lies on eactly one such subdigraph. Hence by Kelly’s lemma for 
digraphs, M has also exactly two induced subdigraphs isomorphic to Tn (say J* 
and Q*), and each point of H lies on exactly one of them. Also by Kelly’s lemma, 
Cr, and H have the same number of symmetric pairs of arcs and the s-degree of 
each point of H is 2”--’ (since each point of Cp has s-degree 2”-‘). 
Let Hi be any DPA stibdigraph in T and Vi be the point of Cp as well as H 
whose deletion gives Hia Let A(y 1 denote the induced subdigraph of q as well as 
H which is isomorphic to T, and which does not contain Vi. Clearly, the unique 
induced subdigraph isomorphic to T, in Hi is A(Vi). Since each point of q (as 
well as H) has s-degree 2”~‘, the points of Hi that are s-adjacent to Vi in cl, (as 
well as H) can be determined. These are precisely all the odd pclints of A(q) or 
all the even points of A(q) (since Hi, as a subdigraph of Cp has such a property). 
Also in Hi. no point of A(vi) is joined to a point of Hi - Atvi) by an unpaired arc. 
Thee are true for every DPA subdigraph in T. Hence 
(I) Each point vi in H is s-adjacent to either all the odd points of A(q) or all 
the even points of A(Vi). Also Vi has s-degree 2”-’ and no point of A(Vi) is joind 
Gth vi by an unpaired arc. 
II& M, let v be an odd point of Q*. Now twN*t possibilities arise. 
(9 v is s-adjacent to all the odd points of J*. 
NW let w be any odd point in J*. Since w is s-adjacent to an odd point v of 
o*, w must be s-adjacent to all the odd points of Q* by (1). Thus every odd 
point of J* is s-adjacent to every odd point of Q*. 
NW consider any even point u of J*. It must be s-adjacent to either all the odd 
points of Q* or all the even points of Q*. But each odd point in Q* is already 
incident with 2”-’ symmetric pairs of arcs. Hence by (l), u is s-adjacent to all the 
even points of Q*. Hence by (l), H = c;l. 
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(ii) zf is s-adjacent to ah the even pornts of .E 
As in (i) above, we can prove that H= q. Hence H is either C;, or Ca. En both 
cases, there exists an automorphism of H’ mapping p onto Q* and Q* onto ,E 
(The mappmg which interchanges the points x, and 3ti+2n for each i ~2” is such an 
automorphism where x = t) or u according as H is G or Cz.) Obviously c% has 
such an automorphism interchanging J and Q. 
Hence the DK subdigraphs in T can be partitiontil into pairs such that the 
two DPA subdigraphs in each pair are identical. Let S be the subdeck formed 
from T by taking one DPA subdigraph from each of the above pairs. 
(2) Without loss of generality, the points of C;, whose deletions give the DPA 
subdigraphs in S can be assumed to belong to V(q) - V(J), and the points of H 
whose deletions give the DPA subdigraphs in S can be assumed to belong, to 
V(H) - V(s”). In each member of S, the unique induced subdigraph isomorphic 
to T, is J of Cp as well as J* of H. 
(3) C, - V(J) with the colouring induced by a labelling of J is T, with odd 
points getting one colour and even points getting another colour (as seen from the 
mold Mp and the fact that w # x for C,) and hence is N-reconstructible by Lemma 
6. 
From (2), (3) and the fact that J (~7’~) has only the trivial automorphism, c$ is 
N-reconstructible by Iheorem 6. 
Similarly we can prove that Cz is also N-reconstructible. Cl 
Theorem 13. Let p = 2”+’ = 2” + 2”, n >O. A,, AZ, EP and Es are N- 
reconGnrctib%e. 
The proof is similar to that of the above theorem (using Theorem 6 and Lemma 
5) but much simpler since for each of the digraphs considered, the remains of ahe 
iwo induced subdigraphs isomorphic to ‘I’,, can be dktingushed (located) in each 
point-deleted subdigraph. 
Theorems 7 to 13 together imply the following. 
Theorem 14. Xp and XE, Xe {A, IS, C, D, E, F) and p = 2”’ + 2”, 0~ n cm and 
WP and q, W E(A, C, E) and p = 2” + 2”, n >O are N-reconstwtible. 
Thus the digraphs in all the counterexample pairs to DRC constructed in [3] are 
N-reconstructible. 
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